; they conducted measurements on leaves which were in clarkness. In such a case, the sensible-heat flux H was regarded as numerically equal to the latent-heat flux LE, but radiative heat transfer occurs even without light.
Raschke (12) related the heat-transfer coefficient h to an analogous water-vapor transfer coefficient by a simple proportionality, involving a factor which represents the fraction of the surface which is wet. Unfortunately, it may not be easy to determine the fraction in the case of a leaf, so the relationship appears not to offer a practicable means of determining the coefficient hi.
Leaves can be used in another nmethod, if they are dry and so do not transpire (13 Smith (17) and Shull (16) . They pointed out that after a leaf is suddenly shaded, its temperature changes at a rate which depends on the mass M for each unit of the leaf's area A. Watson (23, 24) related the temperature change to the sensible-heat flux H, finding a proportionality between the rate of temperature change and the temperature difference:
where K is the constant of proportionality for a particular species. The form of e(quation IV has been confirmed by Ansari and Loomis (1) 
